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Title word cross-reference

4 [1370]. (3, 1, 2) [1853]. (α, β) [2788]. (g, f) [661]. (k, [k]P) [2593]. (p^m) [2604]. + [2726].
[661]. (k, [k]P) [2593]. (p^m) [2604]. + [2726].
* [2096].

- Approximative [669]. - Band [2285].
- Binomial [628]. - CNF [1911]. - Codes [1546]. - Commerce [194, 1721, 1631].
- Coverings [2786, 2368]. - D [1002, 861, 269, 1681, 1996, 990, 1009].
- Decomposition [669]. - Designs [2627].
- Dimensional [443, 755, 2464].
- Discrepancy [1396].
- Distance-Hereditary [656].
- Distributive [794]. - Dominating [667].
- Exclusion [207]. - Factorizations [661].
- Fold [2815]. - Hardness [1782].
- Languages [1485]. - Learning [2491].
- Level [658]. - Linear [1540]. - Mall [1721].
- Out- [2751].
- Sequences [1557]. - Space [1026, 2364].
- Subset [1797]. - systems [1098].
- Integration [1817]. - Terminal [1371]. - Time [1130].

1-st [2748]. 1V [552].


3.0 [1630]. 3GPP [2146, 554].

4 [1239, 2301, 365, 330, 225, 229, 1233, 231]. 4.4BSD [574].

7 [228].

= [184].

Ablutive [640, 1839]. Ablation [951].
Accurately [1159]. Acetabular [1071]. Achievable [1602]. Achieve [2140].
Achieving [1396, 434]. ACI [2198].
Acronyms [1811]. across [604]. Act [2087].
Activation [2550]. Active [810, 808, 1687, 804, 856, 127, 916, 1048, 807, 805, 813, 1798, 63, 809, 1025, 811, 587, 286, 1050, 2291].
Active-Network-Powered [804]. Activities [594, 405]. Activity [1686, 1279, 983, 734, 271, 2392]. Actor [1422]. Actors [393, 2096]. Actuator [68].
Adaptable [481, 381, 2379]. Adaptation [100, 1936, 159, 2546, 2738, 2450, 2479, 771].
Adapted [2853, 1114]. Adapting [96].


```text
Constructing [620, 944, 822, 2121, 2714, 2072, 2849, 2898, 1453, 1501, 1379, 512, 2887, 2586, 1144, 1200].
Construction [2555, 385, 2625, 449, 2258, 1277, 2016, 2347, 2156, 2268, 2523, 2700, 903, 824, 2426].
Constructions [538, 1573, 1547, 2073, 1364, 2639, 2110, 2613].
Constructs [1435, 2296].
Consumer [1281].
Consumption [772].
Contained [2928].
Container [439].
Containment [1668].
Content [1239, 228, 418, 2435, 450, 451, 330, 321, 331, 289, 604, 328, 1452, 351, 1173, 334, 1740, 279, 458, 429, 284, 1247].
Content-Addressable [1740].
Content-Based [321, 289, 328, 351, 334, 279, 458, 1247].
Context [2572, 165, 2432, 2434, 102, 2898, 2242, 589, 2397, 1692, 2703, 1321, 1273, 937].
Context-Aware [165, 589].
Context-Based [2242].
Context-Free [2572].
Contexts [8, 2889].
Contingency [3].
Continuing [1265].
Continuity [685].
Contour [1011, 916, 1048, 139].
Contract [564].
Contracted [957, 366, 1687].
Contracts [187, 1424, 1972].
Contrast [918, 522, 873].
Contrast-Enhanced [522].
Contributions [1110].
Control [1748, 1284, 1222, 2922, 778, 1746, 1124, 547, 1659, 68, 506, 1204, 2775, 2308, 2428, 1020, 1760, 2646, 768, 1744, 2780, 232, 1693, 2457, 2683, 339, 2795, 440, 354, 1079, 352, 560, 1234, 1233, 1749, 1180, 2538, 730, 2806, 1647, 1654].
Control-Flow [1222, 547].
Controllable [885, 614].
Controller [779, 207, 2774, 2777, 600, 1713, 1088].
Controllers [20, 1262, 2825, 727].
Controlling [2778, 617].
Convergence [1085, 1341, 1994, 2798, 735].
Conversation [247].
Conversational [463, 2507, 591].
Conversations [184, 2734].
Conversion [1005, 233].
Correction [923, 850, 294, 41, 1179, 837, 984, 1029, 848, 1026].
Correctness [1222, 1840].
Correlated [69, 573, 1465].
Correlation [1253, 313, 245, 1158, 2120, 2717, 46, 295, 984, 2157, 1557, 1156, 1636, 329].
Correlation-Based [46].
Correlation-Immune [1636].
Correspondence [2913, 2817].
Cortex [1047].
Cortical [921, 505].
COS [2618].
Coscheduling [1334, 1333, 1337].
Cost [1598, 2186, 2471, 1040, 137, 580, 1923, 1359].
Cost-Distance [1359].
Costs [1600, 1771].
COTS [2439, 2438, 2440, 2441, 2442, 2443, 2446, 2445, 2447, 2449, 2450, 2453, 2454, 2457, 2455, 2451, 2460].
COTS-Based [2438, 2455].
COTS/GOTS [2457].
Count [504].
Counter [1768, 2068].
Counterexamples [2395].
Countermodel [1214].
Counting
Dithering [794]. Distributive [231]. Diverse [794].

Distributions [1396, 2364, 1173, 2678, 2464, 546]. Document [102].

Do [1379, 2930, 675, 2931, 1096, 2283]. DocToon© [403].


E-unifiability [634]. E2E [1455]. E3 [24].


Easily [585]. Easy [609, 200, 1977].


Echo-Cardiographic [986]. Echocardiography [907]. Echoes [990].


Eddy-Current [837]. Edge [651, 652, 1372, 838, 872, 2252, 720, 2257, 145, 2247].

Edge-Based [720]. Edge-Connectivity [1372]. Edge-Isoperimetric [651]. Edges [1565, 943, 677].

Editor [1459, 2054]. Education [482, 73, 4, 298]. Educational [404, 4, 392]. Effect [850, 325, 1102, 1008].

Effective [621, 548, 463, 272]. Effects [355, 2254, 980, 526, 1338, 2350]. Efficiency [1747, 2185].


Elections [2749, 2750]. Electrical...
Employ Electro [1686, 841]. Electro-Mechanical [1686, 841].
Electroencephalogram [716].
Electrophysiological [2795]. Electroshock [526]. Element [1031, 830, 1001, 832, 865, 756, 1672].
Elementary [1483, 1516]. Elements [1039, 1291, 278]. Elicitation [27].
Eligibility [2780]. Eliminating [2545, 1499]. Elimination [1893, 2508].
Elliptic [2601, 553, 2107, 2764, 2108, 2593, 2760, 2592, 2106, 559, 2763, 2762, 2602, 555, 1640].
Elog [2217]. Elucidating [59]. Embedded [1118, 1119, 2466, 1120, 1121, 1148, 1122, 1140, 1124, 1125, 1126, 1127, 1898, 1129, 1131, 2241, 1141, 1134, 1838, 1136, 1137, 2527, 1139, 1142, 1144, 1145, 1146, 1079, 1150, 1151].
Embodying [2493]. Embryonics [1095, 1096, 1094]. Emergence [258, 2343].
Emergency [494]. Emergent [2474].
Emerging [422, 470]. Emission [985].
Emotion [2785, 2469, 75, 284]. Emotion/Intention [2785]. Empirical [2037, 1525, 2887, 2234, 53]. Employ [1769].
Employing [2794, 2796]. Empower [2291].
Encodings [2930, 2571, 2197, 1927].
Encrypted [2638, 568]. Encryption [2748, 2726, 2720, 2163, 264, 2641, 2742, 2584, 2146, 2744, 2761, 1629, 1562, 2725].
End [261, 1242, 1137, 2554, 2581, 1183, 5].
End-Cut [2554]. End-To-End [1137, 261, 1242]. End-User [1183].
Endings [2874]. Endodontics [982].
Endoscope [1043, 815]. Endoscopes [1023].
Endoscopy [1063, 815]. Energy [1282, 772].
Engineering [2, 13, 639, 2315, 637, 1385, 482, 2522, 19, 1610, 414, 1267, 642, 2455, 2411, 2035, 2040, 469]. Engines [2539, 1939].
Enrich [284]. Ensemble [412, 46, 1966, 53].
Entailment [1219]. Entanglement [2639].
Epicardial [1680]. Epidemiology [509].
Equation-Based [1246]. Equational [2695]. Equations [2755, 2245, 1882].
1742, 1325, 482, 569, 424, 2753, 2722, 1663, 1917, 1536, 2617, 1361, 1654.

GroupCast [603], Grouping [102, 142, 2079], Groups [2139, 482, 543, 1360, 1743], Groupware [26, 2422, 1809], Growing [972, 1051].

Growth [126], Guarantee [1590].

Guaranteed [1440, 1], Guaranteeing [2172], Guards [1383], Guarded [2172], Guarantees [2184], Guards [1383], Guarding [1590], Guidelines [2423].

Guruswami [1551], Gyrokinetic [1583], H.263 [338], Haar [2244], Hacking [573], HAL [1827], Half [918], Half-tone [115], Hamming [2614, 1548, 2611], Hand [850, 2736, 2327, 1088], Hand-Drawn [2327], Handheld [1599], Handling [2782, 1826, 1346, 1430, 1863], Handprinted [2799], Handset [369], Handwriting [100, 2253], Handwritten [436, 787], Happily [396], Haptic [935, 888], Haptics [2290], Hard [2062, 2058, 1467, 660], Hardness [1782], Hardware [2642, 2711, 1099, 1091, 214, 554, 1115, 2145, 1763, 555], Harmonics [147], Harn [2637], HARP [500], Harvesting [851], Hash [2009, 2102, 2708, 2101].

Hash-Based [2099], Hausdorff [311, 249, 1990], Having [514, 58], Head [245, 3000, 899], Head-Mounted [899], Heads [2301], Healing [1097], Health [1164, 2278], Heart [1676, 1675, 1017, 1671, 1680, 841, 1672, 535], Hearts [1683], Heat [121], Heavy [1873, 1331], Heavy-Tailed [1873], Heel [850], Helical [1054], Hellman [2148, 2727, 2129], Help [1733, 2850, 2430], HEP [523], HEP-2 [523], Hepatic [951], Herbrand [2193], Hereditary [656], Heterogeneous [1118, 498, 1601, 1575, 1243, 129, 1276, 1926, 809, 584].

Heterogenous [1936], Heuristic [2438, 2422, 1328, 1903], Heuristics [1119, 874, 1947, 1586, 2773, 1141, 514, 240, 1360, 2579, 323, 1520, 2045, 1662, 224, 1654], Hierarchical [1119, 874, 1947, 1586, 2773, 1141, 514, 240, 1360, 2579, 323, 1520, 2045, 1662, 224, 1654].

Hierarchies [1441], Higher-Order [2216, 2197], Higher-Bandwidth [1606], High-Dimensional [54, 223], High-Level [2921, 1912, 1437, 2187, 2535], High-Pass [2270], High-Performance [1955, 2526, 1965, 1588], High-Resolution [916], High-Speed [1604], Higher [2625, 2216, 1830, 2695, 2308, 2523, 2197], Higher-Order [2216, 2197], Highly-Configurable [1157], Hilbert [2266], Histogram [320], Histological [903], Historical [114, 1417], History [503, 404, 456], HLA [260], HLA-Based [260], HMM [310, 38], Hobby [402], Hoc [1248, 1176], Hole [140], Hollywood [396], Home [597, 1281, 1283], homed [1168], Homework [479], Homogeneity [2905], Homogeneous [1559, 2565], Homomorphic [2748, 2724], Homonymy [2868], hop [305], Hopfield [2828], Horse [402], Horses [1496], Hospital [403, 525], Host [1177], Hostile [2505], Hot [792], Hotlink [666, 1406], Hough [149, 1887, 364], House [408, 706], HP [1879], HP-Sequences [1879], HPC [1580].
Improvement [266, 1347, 22, 1522, 255, 19, 10, 517, 2627, 339, 766, 2613].
Lottery [1634]. Low [1598, 1396, 1539, 283, 2268, 1554, 580, 2636, 2147, 341].
Low-Complexity [341]. Low-Cost [1598].
Low-Memory [341]. Low-Passed [2268].
Lower [2057, 2837, 1869, 2688, 668, 2361, 1437, 1867, 1579, 1868].
LUPS [2567]. Lyapunov [2005]. Lying [2895].
Machines [1469, 1264, 2068, 2015, 132, 1468, 1111, 1588, 133]. Macros [1791].
MACs [2616]. Made [2495]. MAGIC [914].
Magnified [896]. Mail [2720, 2111].
Mailbox [1940]. Mailbox-Based [1940].
Main [1368, 539, 881, 1671]. Maintenance [2036, 11, 1864]. Majority [2621, 1778].
Management [579]. Mandarin [291].
Manufacturing [1905]. Many [1252, 643].
MB [225]. McEliece [2140, 2757].
McEliece-Based [2140]. MD [1078].
Measuring [573]. Mechanical
[1686, 1003, 930, 842, 841]. Mechanically
[2069]. Mechanics [1670, 2422].
Mechanism [1168, 1081, 1172, 804, 442,
1599, 887, 2632, 811, 357]. Mechanisms
[2558, 1099, 1463, 1488, 2099, 2172].
Mechatronic [1071]. Media
[385, 909, 301, 2291, 1082]. Medial
[819, 113, 867]. Median
[649, 1407]. Mediated
[2313, 2293]. Mediation
[1457, 1723]. Mediator [403]. Medical
[494, 884, 496, 491, 1064, 493, 938, 823, 1046,
1015, 510, 512, 154, 2405, 1060, 522, 1014,
524, 964, 937, 529, 531, 731, 2000, 352, 560,
868, 536, 2884]. Medicine [492, 2524, 774].
Meeting [2439, 586]. MEG [983].
MELISSA [448]. Melody
[281]. Membership
[737, 203, 1742, 2898, 2786, 2549, 1650].
Membranes [616, 1798]. Memetic
[2462]. Memorizing [119]. Memory
[1138, 1822, 1340, 1585, 1589, 1334, 2620,
2611, 2242, 2052, 1587, 1338, 341]. Menger
[673]. Menger-Connectivity [673].
Meningitis [2402, 2403, 2406].
Meningoencephalitis [2401, 2405].
Meniscal [721]. Mental
[703, 717]. Mercury [1828]. Merge [210].
Merging [2456]. Merit [46]. Merit-Based [46].
Mesh [366, 1012, 1576]. Mesh-Based
[1012]. Meshes [1058]. Message
[1598, 1940, 1269, 1285, 2078].
Message-Oriented [1285]. Messages
[2742, 1941]. Messy [1089]. Meta
[780, 2664, 161, 382, 2296, 178, 2215, 373,
435, 180, 1532]. Meta-analysis [1532].
Meta-data [435]. Meta-learning [780].
Meta-level [2296, 180]. Meta-model
[2664, 161, 178]. Meta-programming
[382, 373]. Meta-programs [2215].
Metabolic [506]. Metabolism [909].
Metacomputations [381].
Metacomputing [1759]. Metadata [1426].
MetaFace [2301]. MetaKlaim [382].
METALA [780]. Metalinguistic [2880].
Metamodel [1439]. MetaObject [166].
Metaphor [689]. Metaprogramming
[173]. Metering [570]. Method [926, 498,
2470, 320, 326, 1584, 982, 2681, 2473, 822,
860, 825, 541, 807, 2423, 2385, 347, 217,
2036, 120, 2278, 2901, 2239, 881, 2857, 815,
1511, 1683, 2576, 1642, 2762, 340, 844, 1513,
2257, 1443, 817, 1115, 549, 1198, 1022,
2266, 2800, 2644, 50, 2890, 892, 2031, 2725].
Methodological [637, 2389]. Methodology
[851, 847, 1970, 512, 2852, 1648, 1137, 754,
380, 866]. Methods
[1003, 1601, 493, 2782, 2543, 2864, 847, 1586,
1001, 2413, 2321, 2106, 2855, 488, 1060, 999,
1763, 445, 1903, 53, 2328]. Metric
[925, 1189, 2647, 2027]. Metrics
[1341, 31, 1587]. Microaggregation
[2901]. Microbiological [513].
Microcalcifications [511, 890].
Microcontroller [714, 730].
Microcontroller-Based [714].
Microcontrollers [2776]. Micropayments
[2718]. Microprocessor [2697].
Microscope [992]. Microscopy [508].
Microsurgery [831, 859]. Microsurgical
[1069]. Middleware
[645, 1278, 1806, 174, 165, 1277, 1947, 2449,
1281, 1275, 1657, 1285, 1273, 1142, 1288].
Middlewares [1960]. Midpoint [1107].
Migration [1278, 1941, 1944, 196, 1339].
MIKAS [2479]. Min [1353]. Min-Max
[1353]. Mind [78]. Miner [2830].
Miniaturized [887]. Minimal
[2908, 2185, 2767, 632, 1357, 1200].
Minimally [955, 858, 1001, 1025].
Minimally-Invasive [1001]. Minimisation
[1185]. Minimization [2475, 984].
Minimize [1375, 1442]. Minimizing
[1345, 1467]. Minimum
[1860, 1539, 655, 1358, 772, 2076, 1354, 557].
Minimum-Degree [2076]. Mining
[472, 49, 2542, 2384, 2402, 728, 2396, 1502,
1608, 476, 2360, 523, 1464, 1490, 1518, 1077,
Motion-Based [228].
Motion-Compensated [2242].
Motion-Robust [862]. Motor [717, 2683].
Mounted [899]. Movement [267, 92, 692].
MPEG-4 [1239, 2301, 365, 330, 225, 229, 1233, 231].
MPEG-7 [228]. MPI [1960, 1582]. MR [1678, 928, 968, 1011, 1062, 721, 872, 972, 943, 1681, 881, 837, 903, 911, 988, 875, 913, 953].
MTEACH [348]. mu [1224]. Much [761].
Mucosa [718]. Muller [1541, 2587, 1534].
Multi-adjoint [1839, 2569].
Multi-agent [646, 969, 1770, 2337, 2559, 640, 687, 2307, 2308, 2354, 2562, 2095, 2563, 638, 1104].
Multi-agents [2352]. Multi-choice [1850].
Multi-cultural [2489]. Multi-dimensional [2568, 1014]. Multi-document [2883].
Multi-DOF [887]. Multi-exponentiation [2594]. Multi-functional [2626].
Multi-homed [1168]. Multi-hop [305].
Multi-layer [2281]. Multi-layered [1099, 399]. Multi-level [883].
Multi-marking [376]. Multi-modal [2302, 1067, 967, 1141, 2430, 290].
Multi-processes [1660]. Multi-purpose [746]. Multi-recipient [2744].
Multi-vehicle [1346, 1141]. Multi-way [1466]. Multiagent [2474, 1725].
Multiattribute [55]. Multiband [2808].
Multibrowsing [604]. Multicast [1752, 1745, 1172, 1746, 540, 1174, 1751, 304, 1740, 1252, 1624, 811, 1749, 1743].
Multicasting [1351]. Multicomputer [1579]. Multicounter [2068].
Multicritically [1500].
Multidimensional [1734, 35, 47].
Multidoubling [2602]. Multifactorial [2820].
Multifunctions [180]. Multigrid [994].
Multiheaded [1829]. Multilayered [2848].
Multilevel [1651, 1456, 1625, 828].
Multilingual [2867, 449, 455, 2551, 2886].
Multimedia-Based [255].
Multimedia-on-Demand [349].
Multimodal [882, 956, 1044].
Multimodality [964]. Multiplayer [1739].
Multiple [2896, 1140, 1438, 2417, 1869, 127, 1472, 738, 1449, 666, 331, 1638, 604, 1242, 2598, 432, 1444, 1430, 153, 2644, 907, 963].
Multiple-Instance [1472].
Multiple-Person [331]. Multiple-Record [1449]. Multiple-Valued [738]. Multiples [2103]. Multiplication [2601, 1814, 2760, 2600, 1576, 559, 1633].
One-Time [2113]. One-to-Many [643].
One-to-One [643]. One-Way
[1768, 2714, 2765, 1366, 615]. One-Wayness
[2757]. Online
[1850, 135, 100, 631, 2749, 474, 425, 436].
Only [1815, 2231]. Onset [535]. onto [1902].
Ontological [2489, 711, 414]. Ontologically
[1435]. Ontologies [2473, 700, 469, 477].
Ontology [462, 1449, 518, 2494, 475, 457].
Ontology-Applicable [1449].
Ontology-Based [462]. OOCSMP [90].
OOM [2322]. Open
[408, 1601, 1102, 1177, 2095, 182, 178, 166, 157, 215, 638, 1182, 1727].
Open-Environment [1102]. Opening
[813]. OpenORB [174]. Operating
[396, 992, 1283, 1597, 974]. Operation
[2912, 2143, 2091]. Operational
[2211, 1703, 2510]. Operations
[1190, 1259, 626, 364]. operative
[923, 861, 2562, 952]. operatively [2722].
Operator [2010, 1825]. Operators
[1892, 2001]. Ophthalmic [1057].
Ophthalmologic [870]. Opinion [2338].
Opportunistic [606]. Opportunities
[73, 1145]. optic [533, 954]. optical
[891, 1609, 928, 1351, 1116, 1605]. optimal
Optimisation [1883, 2468, 2486, 771].
Optimistic [2374, 564, 622, 1597].
Optimizations [1391, 1135]. Optimize
[714]. Optimizer [1005]. Optimizing
[2314, 2556, 1826, 754]. optimum
[2828, 1917]. Options [1271]. Or-Parallel
[1823]. Or-Parallelism [1824]. Oracle
[2726]. Oral [904, 718, 522]. Oranges [2530].
Orbit [1693]. Order
[2200, 2063, 2107, 2216, 2695, 1853, 2180, 1498, 1841, 2308, 2620, 2202, 2523, 2126, 1771, 1212, 2197, 2537, 1224].
Order-Sorted [1841]. Ordered
[1909, 1363, 676]. Ordering
[1885, 2049, 2216, 2369]. Orderings [683].
Orders [1215]. Ordinary [2214].
ordination [2561]. Organ [930, 1008].
Organisation [503]. Organisms [823].
Organization [484, 1674, 2579, 2796].
Organizational [2423, 187]. Organizations
[1754, 639, 2413]. Organized [1107].
Organizing [130]. Organs [961, 1035].
Orientation [107, 1370, 2570, 697].
Oriented
[20, 6, 169, 1448, 186, 2924, 1285, 2210, 2298, 642, 156, 1447, 421, 374, 2329, 90]. Origin
[2844, 93]. Oropharyngeal [522].
Orthogonal
[148, 2258, 1853, 661, 1775, 1026, 2251].
Osteotomy [871]. Other
[2543, 2008, 711, 1220, 1304].
Otoneurological [532]. Ought [397].
OutCast [603]. Outcomes [504]. Outdoor
[727]. Outerplanar [664]. Outliers [514].
Output [2072, 2614, 1198, 1636].
Output-Sensitive [2072]. Outs [1343].
Over-Constrained [1876, 1868].
Overconstrained [2465]. Overhead [152].
Overlapping [99, 1872, 1871]. Overlay
[1744]. Overoptimism [528]. Overview
[82, 2297, 2168, 2169, 2342, 2332, 256].

Paced [1690]. Packages [1296]. Packet
[806, 252, 1348, 2250, 270, 1607, 2283].
Packets [2254, 2233]. Packing
[1401, 2686, 1590]. PACS [522]. Padding
[2756]. Page [444, 466, 445]. Pages [432].
Pain [2843]. Pair [2102]. Pairing
[2160, 2161]. Pairs [2593, 659, 2882]. PALS
[1823]. Panoramas [973]. Papous [85].
Paraconsistent [2892]. Paradigm
[623, 468]. Paradox [2464]. Parallel
[1592, 2544, 1584, 450, 1106, 1341, 1105,
Pheromone [2491]. Philosophy [1463, 1488]. Phone [218]. Photo [247].
Physical [926, 789, 1783]. Physically [965].
Physically-Based [965]. Physiologically [980]. Physiological [499, 852].
Piecewise [2628, 2279]. PING [206].
Pioneer [2004]. Pipelined [1767, 2697].
PKC [2757]. Place [700]. Placement [1072, 1605, 1878]. Placing [1105, 151].
Plaintext [2757, 2717]. PLAN [812].
Plane [926, 2248, 2243, 2002]. Planes [108].
Planetary [576]. Planned [952]. Planner [2580].
Planning [867, 2577, 1032, 998, 137, 858, 1000, 2824, 2229, 1952, 2579, 961, 999, 1024, 2504, 1905, 88, 868, 871]. Plants [798].
Plays [86]. Plot [1854]. Pneumatic [1068].
Pointing [152, 2429]. Points [2831, 1415, 108, 1836, 107, 768, 1394, 374].
Polygonal [245, 1383, 1587, 1343].
Polymorphically [2198].
Polynomial [2152, 2727, 1345, 660, 1218, 1372, 1346, 2591, 1366, 2627, 1798, 2082, 69].
Polyominoes [1775]. Polyp [891, 825]. Polyectomy [1037], Polyproline [530].
Population [1075, 759]. Port [1072].
Potentially [2710]. Potpourri [412].
Practices [1805, 2422]. Pragmas [1313].
Predicting [1003, 506, 37, 1972]. Prediction [2555, 1593, 792, 2242, 762, 999, 530, 55, 2284, 227].
Predictive [339, 1474]. Predictors [1592].
Prefer [2560]. Preference [480, 2554].
Prefetching [285, 471]. Prefixes [1485].
Switching [1475, 756]. Symbiosis [16].
Symbol [2270]. Symbolic
[57, 1186, 1832, 728, 2813, 2516]. Symbols
[2191]. Symmetric
[665, 2900, 1562, 1224, 1333]. Symmetries
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